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For
F Your Health’s Sake
Why Is “Qualityy” Healthccare So Important?
(Huntsville
e, TX) –“Quality” health care has a w
wide variety of meaningss. To some
people, sitting in the
t waiting room
r
a shorrt time to seee a doctor m
means “qualiity” health
care. To
T others, being treated
d politely by the doctor'ss staff mean
ns “quality” h
health care.
There are those who
w define “quality” heaalth care by hhow much time the doctor devotes
to exaamining you..
While these are im
mportant, "cclinical" quallity health caare is even m
more importtant. For
instan
nce, if you taake your car to a mechan
nic, the peopple in the au
uto shop can
n be friendly
and lissten to yourr complaints but the mosst importantt factor is wh
hether or no
ot they fix th
he
proble
em with you
ur car. Similarly, when yo
ou go to a hoospital or provider, you want them tto
fix you
ur problem and
a help maake you bette
er.
There are many ways
w
to meassure "clinical" quality heealth care. Th
he Center fo
or Medicare
and Medicaid
M
Servvices (CMS) has assembled a range of ways to id
dentify "clinical" qualityy
he
health
h care in hosspitals. These
e measures are based on national p
practices that measure th
clinicaal performan
nces of hospitals by exam
mining data gathered fro
om hospitalss.
The quality inform
mation prese
ented in this article usess clinical perfformance measures
d
on
nationa
l
standards
that
t
define “best
“
practicces” or “reco
ommended ccare”. “Best
based
practices” or “recommended care” can be
e a single acctivity or a seet of processses that have
been documented
d by research and experrience to lea d to the besst outcomes.. The
measu
ures that we
e will review can be classsified as eithher Recomm
mended Caree (also known
as Pro
ocess of Care
e Measures), Outcome of
o Care Meaasures, and P
Patient Safety Indicatorrs
(PSIs).


ended Care (Process of Care)
C
Measu
ures refer to the actions taken to care
Recomme
for the pattient. Using the correct process, succh as diagnosing, treatin
ng, or
educating patients, is likely to lead
d to better ooutcomes.
Examples of inpatient recommend
ded care meeasures are ““a heart patiient receivin
ng
an aspirin within 24 ho
ours before or after arrivval at the ho
ospital” and “a heart
patient pre
escribed an aspirin at discharge from
m the hospittal.”



Outcome of Care Measures refers to the results of the specific treatment on a
patient’s health. An example of an outcome of care measure is “mortality rate”,
which measures the patient death rate of a particular health condition.



Patient Safety Indicators (PSIs)
PSIs are a type of Outcome of Care measure, but since their purpose is for a very
specific reason, we list them separately. PSIs were developed by the Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) to screen for complications or medical
errors that patients experience in hospitals but are potentially preventable. PSIs
look at the number of occurrences of medical errors and examine those
procedures or operations identified by AHRQ as vulnerable to medical errors.
There is strong evidence that hospitals can reduce patient injuries by
implementing certain actions to prevent the medical error from taking place.

So you might be wondering, “Why do you have so many measures on quality of
hospitals?” To get the entire picture of quality care being delivered by a provider, it is
important to know the results of both recommended care/process of care and outcome
of care measures in addition to other information. Each measure is based on national
standards developed by different federal agencies looking at different parts of quality.
Data gathered from different sources show different aspects of care and treatment.

Many patients think that doctors make the decisions on where a patient should receive
care and therefore it is not important for the patient to look at a hospital’s performance
and quality metrics. This is not the case at all. Many consumers want a doctor’s
recommendation on hospitals. Frequently, people collect as much information as possible
to make informed decisions. Many people choose doctors according to their doctor’s
hospital affiliation. A doctor must have privileges at a hospital to admit patients. Your
doctor may admit patients to several hospitals. If you decide that you would like to go to
a hospital with which your doctor is not affiliated, you may want to ask your doctor for a
referral or call the hospital of your choice and ask for a list of doctors. If you are enrolled
in a managed care plan, use the information on this website to help review your hospital
network. Managed care insurers usually offer several choices of hospitals in an area.

I would encourage everyone to gather information on different hospital’s quality metrics
and use this information to ask your doctor questions. Be informed. Gather more
information, and make informed decisions about which hospital is most appropriate for
your health care needs.

At Huntsville Memorial Hospital, we place great emphasis on quality data to help us
continuously improve our delivery of care. This data helps our staff to shift their focus to
the actual results of delivering care. These measurements help our clinicians identify risks
of complications so they we can focus on reducing and preventing future recurrences.
Just another example of our team focusing on staying up to the minute with the latest
technologies and treatment solutions, while still providing you with friendly, down to
earth service that you’ve grown to expect from your neighborhood hospital.

Hopefully, now you understand what “quality” healthcare is and why it is such an
important factor when selecting your provider. Do you know how Huntsville Memorial
Hospital scores on our quality metrics? Tune in next week as we focus on our scores (that
I am so proud of) and how you can obtain these quality scores for any other hospital in
our area. Stay tuned!

Sally Nelson
Chief Executive Officer
Huntsville Memorial Hospital

